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Johnson City adopted the council-manager form of government in 1939. This
form combines the benefits of elected legislative representation with a
professionally managed government. The Board of Commissioners is
comprised of five leaders elected at large by the citizens. Commissioners are
elected to four-year overlapping terms. Elections are held every two years,
rotating two Commissioners one election cycle and three Commissioners the
next. The Board of Commissioners hires a professional city manager to
manage and direct day-to-day operations of city government.

The Board of Commissioners selects the mayor and vice mayor from among
their group following each election. The mayor presides at all City
Commission meetings and represents the City of Johnson City at various
community and public functions. All meetings of the Johnson City Board of
Commissioners are open to the public. Commissioners meet in regular
session on the first and third Thursday of each month at 6 p.m. in the
Commission Chambers of the Municipal and Safety Building. Special
meetings may be called as needed by the mayor, two commissioners or the
city manager.

Council-manager
form of government

Regularly scheduled meetings
of the Board of
Commissioners are televised
live on Charter
Communications channel 192
and Comcast channel 17.
Meetings are retelecast on the
following Saturday beginning
at 9 a.m. on the same
channels.

Citizens may address
correspondence to the city
commissioners to:
Municipal and Safety Building,
P.O. Box 2150
Johnson City, TN 37605-2150



Term Expires December 2018
(423) 534-7680

dtomita@johnsoncitytn.org

Term Expires December 2018
(423) 791-1262

jbrock@johnsoncitytn.org

Term Expires December 2018
(423) 913-1378

thegenuine@comcast.net

The mayor and other commissioners are available to attend certain community events by request. The mayor's calendar is maintained by the Community

Relations Office; appearances w ill be scheduled based on availability.

Proclamations are issued at the mayor’s discretion, based on time constraints and relevance to Johnson City including but not limited to historical

relevance, national recognitions w ith local aff iliation, organization milestones, etc. Submitting a request does not ensure that a proclamation w ill be

issued.

Please contact Becky Buchanan at comrel@johnsoncitytn.org or (423)434-6021 to request the mayor's or a commissioner’s presence at your event or

to request a mayoral proclamation.

Requests for appearances & proclamations

Term Expires December 2020
(423) 283-9567

tfowler@johnsoncitytn.org

Term Expires December 2020
(423) 202-2509

jw ise@johnsoncitytn.org



Budget The Fiscal Year 2016 budget included expenditures for all funds, totaling $226,059,386,
which includes the General Purpose School Fund budget of $67,011,358.



Citizen Survey
Every other year, Johnson City conducts a Citizen Survey in partnership with the National
Research Center. Surveys are mailed to 2,000 randomly selected households, and an online
survey is available as well. The last survey was conducted just following the 2016 fiscal year.

Below are areas of significant improvement.

Quality of Life Place to live



Budget increase paves way for smoother streets
resurfaced include Antioch Road, Huffine Road and
Browns Mill Road.
The City also widened both Antioch Road from
Beechwood Subdivision to Willow Springs Park and
Seminole Drive from Forest  Dale Lane to Ashley
Street. These two streets also included curbing and
sidewalk installations and drainage upgrades.
Additionally, the City is purchasing right-of-way to
widen Knob Creek Road to five lanes from State of
Franklin Road to Stonebridge Subdivision, thus
eliminating the one-lane tunnel under CSX railroad
along Mountainview Road.

Widening, sidewalk projects
improve travel conditions

The City strives to improve roadway rideability,
address undersized widths of pavement and ease
traffic congestion. In 2016, the City funded an
allocation 2.5 times greater than historical budgets for
its paving program. This has greatly accelerated
resurfacing and has positioned the City to get ahead
of the asphalt deterioration rate.
Town Acres, North Hills and Martindale Estates were
repaved in 2016. Major collector streets that were



Three major projects enhancing mobility throughout Johnson City

Roadway improvements

State Route 36, or Kingsport Highway, from Boone Avenue near Zak’s Furniture to the

intersection of State Route 75 (Airport Road) is now open. The 4-mile widening project was

awarded to Summers-Taylor Inc. in December 2011 in the amount $41,966,772, with actual

construction starting in 2012. This project was a continuation of the widening of State Route

36 from Oakland Avenue to Boone Avenue, which was completed in 2006. With this latest

phase open, Johnson Citians now have a better route to Tri-Cities Airport as well as Northeast

State Community College, many of whose 6,000 students commute from this area. By adding

capacity to this highway, local traffic now has an alternative to Interstate 26 for the region

between Johnson City and Gray; however, more work needs to be done. By completing the

entire corridor from State Route 75 to Interstate 81 near Colonial Heights, motorists would

have a true alternative for Interstate 26 between Kingsport and Johnson City in the event of a

major incident on Interstate 26 in this region.

Interstate 26’s Exit 13 Interchange at State Route 75, locally known as “the Gray Interchange,”

was identified in the Johnson City Metropolitan Transportation Planning Organization’s

(MTPO) Long Range Transportation Plan as a needed improvement in 2008. The Johnson

City MTPO, which includes Johnson City, Washington County and the State of Tennessee,

among others, worked closely with local legislators and the Tennessee Department of

Transportation to move this project from planning, engineering, right-of-way and utilities, with

a construction contract issued on Oct. 18, 2013 to Summers-Taylor Inc. The project originally

planned to simply widen the existing State Route 75 bridge over Interstate 26; however, after

a detailed structural engineering review was completed, it was determined the existing bridge

was not structurally sufficient to support the additional decking, so the bridge would have to

be replaced. On Nov. 8, 2014, around midnight, using strategically placed charges, the

bridge was demolished. Work began immediately on clearing the debris with construction of

the bridge beginning shortly after.  In addition to the new bridge over Interstate 26, additional

lighting was added and the ramp system was improved. The project was completed in Spring

2016 at a cost of $13,258,952. The project increased the capacity for turning movements,

therefore reducing the traffic backups that used to occur at this location.

The Veterans Affairs Hospital Connector project, or the “VA Hospital Connector,” was the

concept of former Veterans Affairs Director Dr. Carl Gerber. He envisioned the need for a new

access to Mountain Home, due to the expanding East Tennessee State University (ETSU)

presence on the campus and constraints on access and safety due to the Norfolk Southern

Railroad mainline between ETSU and Mountain Home. Today, the VA accommodates over

1,800 staff, students and veterans that use the Mountain Home campus daily.

Initially, funding was provided by Congress through special appropriation, and a planning

study was completed in 2007 under the management of the Tennessee Department of

Transportation.  In 2010, more funds were authorized by Congress for a total of $1,214,000;

however, with increasing workloads and the need for additional funds for construction, the

State of Tennessee turned the project over to the City of Johnson City’s Public Works

Department to manage in 2012. The project gained momentum under the management of the

Johnson City Public Works Department, and in 2014 the MTPO and Public Works

successfully acquired additional funds for construction through the Federal Lands Access

Program. The new access road is under construction and projected to be open in Summer

2017 at a construction cost of $1.6 million.



A traffic signal project began in late June 2015 and completed in

March 2016 using federal funds. Ten intersections were involved in

the project, three of which were new locations not previously

signalized.  Each of the intersections received mast arm traffic

signals painted to match the area’s existing street light poles or

future street light poles as well as new signal heads placed for

optimum visibility for driver safety. Vehicle detection was added at

all of the intersections for the signal equipment to recognize when

and where vehicles are waiting for a green signal. Each intersection

also included emergency preemption for fire trucks and ambulances

to receive a green in advance to their arrival.

Installation, upgrades of
signals helped improve traffic

flow throughout city

Traffic Improvements
Three signals on Broadway Street at the cross streets of Fairview

Avenue, Watauga Avenue and Unaka Avenue along with another

two signals on Oakland Avenue at the cross streets of Watauga

Avenue and Unaka Avenue had not previously seen significant

upgrades since at least the 1970s. The upgrades replaced the old

wooden poles supporting the signals that were at the end of their

useful life and vastly improved the appearance of the signals and

intersections. These intersections had pedestrian signals added

and were connected back to the office for monitoring and control.

The traffic signal at Market Street and Knob Creek Road was

upgraded with new signal poles that were joint use to clear some of

the clutter in the intersection and improve the view of the signals,

and pedestrian signals were added. Intersection modifications were

completed following the conclusion of the signal project with City

funds and crews.

A new signal was added at University Parkway and Southwest

Avenue at the corner of the East Tennessee State University

campus to improve access from Southwest Avenue, give

pedestrians a safe place to cross University Parkway to the

residential area across the street, and provide gaps and more

Drivers and pedestrians likely have encountered several intersections across town that are easier to navigate thanks to new traffic signals.

NEW TRAFFIC LIGHTS



control along the east side of the campus. The intersection at

Princeton Road and Oakland Avenue was signalized to improve

safety and access at the intersection and provide for pedestrians to

cross.

Two other signals were completed in rural areas along state

highways. The intersection of Boones Creek Road and Highland

Church Road on the north side of town is a major access point to

some large neighborhoods.  It was signalized in 2009, where some

of the equipment was placed at that time, and was expanded in this

project to make the installation a more complete and permanent

installation with better display, functionality and operation. The

other signal was a new installation on Bristol Highway at Carroll

Creek Road next to Winged Deer Park. Bristol Highway is a busy

corridor that has a large amount of commercial uses nearby and

links the metropolitan areas.  Carroll Creek Road is a key

connection to Bristol Highway for several large neighborhoods to go

to the north or the south. The signal enhances the safety of  those

accessing Bristol Highway, not only at Carroll Creek Road, but also

at points of access to the south that had difficulty accessing Bristol

Highway also.

New traffic signals were recently installed in a state-managed

project at the Gray interchange with Interstate 26 at the eastbound

and westbound ramps as a part of the interchange upgrade. This

reconfiguring of the ramps and signals has greatly improved the

traffic flow that was very congested and slow for long periods prior

to the project. With the completion of the project and the new traffic

signals, the congestion has virtually disappeared throughout most

of the day and is greatly reduced in the peak periods. Provisions

were made for future connection to the office that will allow remote

monitoring and control modification capabilities.

With the upgrades and additions, traffic safety, access and flow are

improved by installing modern equipment and good signal displays.

Also, most of the upgrades included emergency preemption,

improved aesthetics, lower maintenance, better reliability, improved

pedestrian access and movements, and more monitoring and

adjusting ability that adds to the recently installed Intelligent

Transportation System. The ITS was expanded to more than 70

percent of all 95 signalized intersections across the community in

FY2016.

On the heels of the incredibly successful Tweetsie Trail, City staff began

looking at expanding the trail to State of Franklin Road and master

planning for a 25-mile loop trail around the city, referred to as the State

of Franklin Trail. Land acquisition has been completed to construct the

State of Franklin Trail through the VA premises and Innovation Park,

connecting downtown with the Johnson City Crossings commercial

center to the north. And plans are under way to extend that trail from

Legion Street to the Watauga River, along the pristine banks of Brush

Creek. These two segments will complete 60 percent of the overall

“loop” trail.

It is also the intent of the City to connect as many neighborhoods as

possible to the community sidewalk/trail system. Along these lines, a

sidewalk was constructed along Antioch Road from Beechwood

Subdivision to Willow Springs Park and along Seminole Drive, providing

pedestrian access to the East Tennessee State University recreation

facility in that area. In the near future, the sidewalk along Sunset Drive

will be completed from Sundale Road to Roan Street, providing a

needed pedestrian connection in north Johnson City.

Sidewalk, trail construction improves
walkability of city

Connecting
neighborhoods



future King Creek basin with the already existing Boone Street basin, adding critical

new holding capacity for backwater flooding. In addition, the King Creek basin was

opened up and a new park is under a construction contract, to be completed in

2017. In addition, the undersized culvert at Sevier Street was opened to add

significant flow capacity to the Brush Creek system. And that site is also currently

under construction for the expansion of Founders Park.

Stormwater control at

forefront of downtown

improvements
Downtown continues to be the

recipient of significant public

investments in stormwater

upgrades, streetscape

improvements and overall

beautification. In the area of

stormwater control, the City

completed the Market Street

culvert which addresses the most

sensitive flood area in the

downtown, i.e. the intersection of

Boone and Market streets. The

culvert significantly improves the

pathway for surface water to

reach the underground drainage

system and also connects the

DOWNTOWN



Streetscaping
Streetscape improvements included a reconstructed

Roan Street from State of Franklin Road to Buffalo

Street in the heart of the downtown area. As roads were

excavated, Water and Sewer Services replaced original

service lines dating back to the 1800s. Landscaping

was added along State of Franklin and including

additional hanging baskets to soften the feel of the

area. The City also began the process of adding

wayfinding signage to replace the antiseptic look of

existing traffic control signage and assist guests to the

area by identifying parking lots and points of interest.

DOWNTOWN



DOWNTOWN





FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS

Freedom Hall undergoes massive renovation
Patrons and performers at Freedom Hall Civic Center are much more

comfortable after construction and renovation throughout the facility at a cost of

over $12 million. This was the largest capital improvement project at Freedom

Hall since the facility opened in 1974. The project included:

• replacement of the heating and cooling system,

• replacement of arena seats,

• renovation of existing ADA seating areas and addition of more ADA seating

areas,

• installation of handrails in all  balcony seating area aisles,

• renovation of existing public restrooms, backstage restrooms, pool restrooms

and cafeteria restrooms,

• addition of four new women’s restrooms and two unisex/family restrooms in

the concourse hallway,

• updating of lighting throughout the facility,

• replacement of arena ceiling tiles,

• replacement of  existing roofs, and

• installation a public/freight elevator.

Parking lots at Freedom Hall are set to be reconstructed in 2017.

WWW.FREEDOMHALL-TN.COM



Other upgrades
to public facilities:

● A new and unique playground

structure was constructed at

Winged Deer Park inside the

sports complex. The first of its

kind in Johnson City, this

structure features safety surfacing

is placed beneath the unit and a

protective shade over it. The next

playground project will be total

replacement at Carver Recreation

Center in Spring 2017.

● Sixty-four 23-year-old field lights

at Kermit Tipton Stadium were

replaced with 72 new LED

fixtures) at a cost of $195,000.

● The parking lots of Memorial Park

Community Center and

downtown’s Cherry Street  lot

were seal-coated.

● Public Works crews also

upgraded the cart paths at Pine

Oaks Golf Course and re-roofed

the old JC Penney’s building

downtown.

● A construction contract has been

set to expand the Cherokee

school parking lot. Funds have

also been earmarked and

construction scheduled in early

2017 for repaving the Downtown

Square and Main/Market street

parking lots downtown. Parking

lots at the Municipal and Safety

Building will be reconstructed as

well.

One of the biggest, most visible projects is the construction of the Rotary Park Boundless
Playground. A joint effort between Public Works, Parks and Recreation and the Rotary
Club, the $700,000 Boundless Playground and Splash Pad will allow children and families
of all abilities to enjoy outdoor fun. It is set to open Spring 2017.

Rotary Park
Boundless Playground

A $100,000 bridge increasing accessibility to the park was constructed through a partnership between the Bill Francisco Foundation, Boone
Watershed, Carter County Work Camp and the City of Johnson City. Materials were donated for the project and work was completed by Parks &
Recreation and Carter County Work Camp.

Jacob’s Nature park at Sinking Creek

FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS



Major renovations take place as
Boyd Sports assumes management

Johnson City Cardinals

FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS



Recruitment efforts result in increase in applications

The Police Department recruiting team members
participated in several local and regional recruitment
events in 2016. The team is comprised of volunteer
officers who receive training in personnel matters,
salary and benefits, agency opportunities, training,
and organization. In 2016, even greater emphasis was
placed on outreach through multimedia such as print,
broadcast and the internet. A new recruitment page
on the Department’s website has fostered a significant
increase in email inquiries locally and nationwide, with
people seeking to relocate to the region. There also
was a significant increase in the number of applicants
for the entry level exam due to the diligent efforts of
the recruitment team.

JCPD receives eighth
accreditation in 2016

PUBLIC SAFETY



In June 2016, the Targeted Community Crime Reduction Project (TCCRP) grant concluded,
with many of the 19 crime prevention programs that had been started under the grant finding
community partners to sustain them. The “one-stop shop” probation program, the Day
Reporting Center, was transitioned to be funded and managed by the Tennessee Department
of Corrections during a graduation ceremony held at Memorial Park Community Center on
July 26, 2016.

For the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2016, the City Commission approved funding for a new
position of community crime prevention programs coordinator to continue facilitation of
programs started under TCCRP as well as several new initiatives. The Community Crime Prevention Program of the Johnson City Police
Department tackles crime from a unique and collaborative perspective. Instead of looking at crime as a stand-alone problem for law enforcement to
solve, CCPP takes a civic engagement approach by coordinating city government, state agencies, nonprofits, the faith community, and local
neighborhoods to identify and eliminate causal factors of crime. Together with these forged partnerships, CCPP enhances public safety through
facilitating various programs like PATROL (Police And Teens Reaching Opportunities for Life), the officer mentoring program for at-risk children and
youth living in the Johnson City Housing Authority.

In November 2016, CCPP implemented First Lady Crissy Haslam’s Read 20 Book Patrol. This initiative partners with law enforcement across the
state to encourage children to read and provide officers a tool for building positive relationships with children/youth in the community. CCPP is
actively engaged with city-wide neighborhood associations working to address public safety concerns through the Neighborhood Action Committee.
The CCPP coordinator serves also as a liaison to area homeless service providers, the Anti-Drug Coalition, Community Roundtable, Community
Crime Prevention Partner meeting, and supporting a region-wide system of care on how being trauma-informed improves criminal justice system
responses.

Community Crime Prevention Program
uses civic engagement approach to

enhance public safety

Grant program gives way to
crime prevention position

The mission of the Johnson City Community Roundtable
is to foster positive relations between
the Johnson City Police Department and the community
at large through proactive initiatives that assist all parties
in better communication, an understanding of the
obligations of the police and the community, and mutual
respect one for another. In 2016, Community Roundtable
hosted Rally at Rotary, where officers and teens spent an
afternoon together engaged in a number of fun activities
and a cookout. In October, hundreds of community
members of all ages joined officers and area first
responders at Founders Park for speakers, live music, a
food truck rodeo, inflatables, corn hole, and flag football.
Party in the Park was a great success that brought
citizens and officers together so they could get to know
each other on a  personal level.

Community Roundtable



Administered by the Johnson City Police Department,
the Johnson City/Washington County Family Justice
Center (FJC) is a safe location for victims of domestic
and sexual violence to receive comprehensive care and
support under one roof from multiple service
providers. On-site partners located at the Family Justice
Center include the Johnson City Police Department,
Legal Aid of East Tennessee, Safe Passage, Sexual
Assault Center of East Tennessee, and the First Judicial
District Attorney General’s Office.  Off-site and
responding partners to the Family Justice Center
include Frontier Health and East Tennessee State
University and numerous local partners that refer clients
to the facility and help with ancillary services needed by
clients and the community.

The Johnson City/Washington County Family Justice
Center opened on July 1, 2016. A ceremonial ribbon
cutting and grand opening celebration with state and
local officials was held on July 21.

· In 2016, the Washington County Commission approved the FJC’s request to implement a Victims Assistance Assessment Fee to support a
new revenue stream for the Family Justice Center. In the first quarter of FY 2017, this raised over $10,000 for the FJC.

· In September, the FJC, Safe Passage, and Johnson City Police Department initiated the Lethality Assessment Program (LAP) which provides
law enforcement officers with an 11-question tool to assess the potential lethality of intimate partner domestic calls. Thirty-five LAP screens
were administered, 70 percent of which were identified as “high danger.”

· Working with the Washington County Clerk’s Office, the FJC is now filing petitions for an Order of Protection to ease travel barriers for clients.

· Of victims who received both LAP and a follow-up after arrest, 27 percent sought FJC  services, while single point of contact clients are only
4-6 perecent likely to receive services. Initiating and enhancing the strong community response on multiple points of contact through FJC
programs enables safety and service delivery within the domestic violence community.

PUBLIC SAFETY
FAMILY JUSTICE CENTER

52 New and individual clients for intake and services at the FJC (FJC clients only)
43 Individual calls for service or questions that did not present for intake at the FJC
48 FJC initiated follow-ups with victims of a recent JCPD domestic violence arrest (2 duplicated)
35 Intimate partner violence victims given a LAP screen by JCPD (2 duplicated)

174 Individuals who received services due to the FJC and FJC programs

By the Numbers, July-december 2016



Less than a year after earning a 2/2X, the City’s Insurance Service

Office (ISO) Public Protection Classification (PPC) increased to the top

rating of a 1. ISO’s PPC service evaluates the capacity of a local fire

department to respond to and fight structure fires. The rating indicates

that the City’s fire service is extremely efficient and effective, which

results in saved lives and property.

Johnson City held a PPC of 3 since 1982 prior to improving to a 2/2X

last year. Fire Chief Mark Scott said that the 2015 evaluation was

extremely close to a 1, prompting he and the rest of Fire Administration

to aggressively pursue the best rating possible.

Several years ago, the city’s fire death rate was seven times the

national average. Since that time, the JCFD has installed more than 600

smoke detectors in homes, and no fire deaths have occurred in the City

since 2014.

While the Fire Department carries the rating, the evaluation process

involves a review of the Water and Sewer Services (WSS) Department

and 911 communications. The rating is a compilation of individual

scores of the Fire Department (50 percent), Water and Sewer Services

(40 percent), and Washington County 911 (10 percent). This helps to

encourage continual collaboration between organizations.

Water and Sewer Services has made a number of capital improvements

that have helped earn the ISO PPC 1 including expansion of the

Watauga Water Treatment Plant and construction of the new intake in

2002; addition of standby power at key treatment and pumping facilities;

and installation of major transmission lines in the water distribution

system, which help move large volumes of water for fire events.

Annually, WSS has focused on replacing neighborhood lines and

system valves, improving hydrant flow testing, and interconnecting

various portions of the distribution system to improve the amount of

water delivered from hydrants.

Washington County 911 is one of those partners, and in recent years it

has updated its generator to meet ISO standards, added software for

dispatching, and implemented quality assurance and training for

dispatchers.

“Fire, Water and Sewer Services and 911 may be the only departments

that ISO evaluates but there are many others with whom we couldn’t

have made the necessary improvements to earn a 1,” Chief Scott said.

“Information Technology, Development Services … this list goes on. We

are grateful to all of our City partners and the Board of Commissioners

for the investments they’ve made.”
Additional steps taken by the Fire Department in the past year include:

· Flow testing and inspection of of all City-owned fire hydrants;

· Implementation of performance measures to ensure that response
times are met;

· Completion of 10 hours of Community Risk Reduction Training by
all personnel;

· Purchase of additional equipment and tools; and

· Implementation of Automatic Vehicle Locating (AVL) System for all
services (operational this summer).

The ISO PPC rating (a 1-10 range, with 1 being highest) plays an
important role in the underwriting process at insurance companies. An
improved rating could mean a reduction in insurance premiums for many
property owners.

Fire, Water/Sewer and 911 boost city to ISO PPC

City earns top ISO rating

operational study, enhancements include

improved communication of treatment

protocol and practices, joint

purchasing of equipment and

supplies to assist in lowering

cost and improve

interoperability, improved quality

assurance of patient care

reports, and improved efficiency

through changes and modification to

dispatch procedures.

In addition to the cooperation with Water and

Sewer Services and 911  that resulted

in the improved ISO rating, the Fire

Department has also enhanced its

partnership with Washington

County Emergency Medical

Systems. Because both

organizations respond to medical

emergency calls, communications

must be seamless. Following the

recommendations found in a 2014

ENHANCED PARTNERSHIPS



TECHNOLOGY
Location-based

dispatching

Introduction of location-based

dispatching has assisted in

improving response times to both

fire and EMS emergencies.

Location-based dispatching was

funded by the City Commission to

assist both the Johnson City Fire

Department and Washington

County EMS to improve their

response times to calls for service.

The process utilizes global

positioning services (GPS) to

establish the more appropriate unit

to respond based other request and

the location of the caller. The

process first considers the type of

request as is described by the caller

to the dispatcher at Washington

County/Johnson City 911. After the

dispatcher inputs the request type

into the computer-aided dispatch

(CAD), the CAD will identify the

location of the caller and then look

for the closest available unit that

can assist with the need. The

proximity of the caller and the

providers are established by

comparison of GPS data. This

process has improved the ability to

get the most appropriate assistance

to customers as quickly as is safely

possible.

CityView streamlines development for staff, customers

IT worked for all of 2016 to transition to a more automated solution for Building, Engineering, Planning, Codes Enforcement, Fire and GIS. The CityView solution will

position the City for future growth with CityView’s Active Land Management product and Harris Computer’s flagship Community Development Solution. Features

offered in this application will not only allow for greater staff efficiency, but the CityView Portal will enable customers to enter information online, check the status of

their application and automate building inspections. CityView Mobile will also reduce staff data entry and potential input errors allowing field staff to enter real time

inspection data directly into the system – which will equate to higher productivity and greater transparency.

Maps, spatial data move to forefront of IT operations

Information Technology took a big step
toward enhancing citizen services for
the use of geographically tagged data
in 2016.  Maps and spatial data are
central to the way a modern city
functions efficiently and shares
information across many departments.
IT created a new position to manage
spatial data across the enterprise. A
steering committee of top-level
managers and spatial data users has
undertaken a top-to-bottom inventory
and reconfiguration of all the City’s
maps and spatial data, while reviewing

business processes that keep it
updated. The recommendations of a
consultant were formally adopted and
in the first quarter of 2017, IT will
migrate all spatial data to a new
database that will enable online maps,
provide citizen access to spatial data,
and will be used by managers as
planning and decision-support tools.
This behind-the-scenes reconfiguration
was necessary to support a number of
updated online maps and apps that will
be available to the public in the coming
year and in the future.

 ( ) technology was implemented in 2016. IVR allows a computer to interact

with humans through the use of voice. Now, citizens can pay their utility bill over the phone.
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